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VW Touareg III: 22 inch GR rim and 330 HP thanks to ABT Power 
 
While some of the Touareg people have now settled, their namesake from Volkswagen is still 
as adventurous and fiery as ever. Thanks to ABT Power, the VW Touareg III is even more 
agile and additionally receives matching the top-of-the-line 22 inch ABT SPORT GR rims. 
ABT Sportsline also offers DR, ER-C and FR-C rims in different sizes for the German SUV. 
"Since its market launch in 2002, the VW Touareg has been a regular at ABT Sportsline," 
emphasizes CEO Hans-Jürgen Abt, "and the power boost and alloy wheels once again add 
driving pleasure and sportiness to the third generation." 
 
The power boost, which is individually developed at ABT Sportsline for each engine, offers 
added performance as well as optimum protection for the engine. The specially developed 
ABT Engine Control (AEC) unit continuously adjusts a large number of measurement data 
to ensure optimum power delivery. Instead of 286 HP (210 kW) and 600 Nm in the 
production version, ABT Power now provides the 3.0-liter TDI in the Touareg with 330 HP 
(243 kW) and 650 Nm. 
 
To match the added power of the SUV, the ABT Sportsline range offers numerous sporty 
alloy rims in 20 and 22 inch. The top-of-the-line model ABT SPORT GR in 22 inch and the 
colors matt black or glossy black is always an eyecatcher. The athletically styled wheels 
have not an ounce of unnecessary weight and feature a strong concave rim base. 
 
The ABT Sportsline product range for the VW Touareg is completed by the 
ABT integrated entrance lights. The replacement for the standard lights in the driver and 
passenger doors projects the ABT logo onto the asphalt whenever the doors are opened. 
The SUV leaves ABT Sportsline with an even more sporty and versatile performance and 
look – after all, the all-rounder is also used as a travel and transport vehicle that can always 
use a little extra dynamics. 
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